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driver performance for type A versus type B mark-
ings at this location. At AA I the hypothesis was re-
jected on weekdays, but could not be rejected on week-
ends. Hence, at this location, we concluded that there
was significant difference in driver performance on the
weekdays, but no significant diIference on the weekends
for type A and B markings.

Next we needed to detelmine which type of marking
produced the better driver performance, According to
the function of the street the vehicle tu'ned into, the
four locations lvere put into two corresponding cate-
gories (locations AC I and AC II were categorized as
the collector streets and locations AA I and AA II as
arterial streets). Comparison of daytime and niglrttirne
driver performance for the trvo categories was ex-
amined.

The tabulation below shows that the new marking
produces significantly better performance during the
night; during the day, it produces significantly better
pelformance only for category II.

Street Day Night

Collector No difference Type B better
Arterial Type B better Type B better

In order to draw an overall conclusion from the
selected study locations, a chi-square test was con-
ducted for the number of successes or failures (driver
perfor¡nance as proper or improper). The data con-
sisted of the number of observations falling into either
the collector street category oI the arterial street
category.

We concluded that driver performance witlt type A
markings is independent of the location but that driver
performance with type B markings is dependent on the
location (i.e., whether the turn is made from an arterial
street to another arterial street or to a collector
street).

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

After analysis of the data obtained in this study, tlìe

The right-turn-on-red traffic signal, once used only in the western states,
is now permitted in some form in all but one state and the District of
Columbia. However, ¡ts adoption was slow primarily because of the con-
cern over its safety aspects. As part of a comprehensive study for the
Federal Highway Adm¡n¡strat¡on, s¡x separate studies on accidents asso-
ciated with right turn on red were conducted in Virginia and Colorado
and in the c¡t¡es of Denver, Chicago, Dallas, and Los Angeles. In Virginia
and Chicago before-and-after studies were performed; ¡n the other loca-
tions records were analyzed to determine both the number of accidents
and the causes. From the results of the acc¡dent analyses, it appears that
the accidents related to right turn on red are very infrequent compared
w¡th all ¡ntersect¡on accidents (0.4 percent versus 3,3 percent). The
Chicago and Virginia studies do not reveal a statist¡cally significant in-
crease in intersection accidents. nor do accidents related to right turn on
red appear to be less severe than the average intersection accident; no
fatalities were found in the entire accident data base. The general con-

follorving primary conclusions were made:

1. Driver performance did not differ significantly
between the two types of markings for locations where
turns were made into collector streets;

2. Driver performanee differed significantly be-
tween the two types of markings on weekdays but not
on rveekends at AA I;

3. Driver performance differed significantly be-
tween the two types of markings at the AA II location;

4, When turning movements wefe executed into a
collector street, driver performance during the day did
not differ significantly betrveen the two types of mark-
ings;

5. When turning movements were executed into an
arterial street, driver performance differed signifi-
cantly between the trvo types of markings, and type B
marking produced better driver performance;

6. Driver performance differed significantly be-
tween tlre trvo types of markings at night, and type B
marking produced better driver performance; and

1. Driver performance with type A markings were
independent of the location chosen.

In general, the results of field observation show that
type B marking produces better driver performance
and is therefore recommended for use over type A.

Although no accidents occurred during the study,
we believe that the type B marking conveys an imme-
diate understanding of the situation that rvill provide for
more uni-form traffic flow, rvill reduce the potential
accident rate, and rvill add to roadway safety in the
long run,
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clusion is that right turn on red does not significantly degrade the safety
of signalized ¡ntersection traffic operation.

Right-turn-on-red (RTOR) signals, previously used only
out west, are now permitted in some form in all but one
state and the District of Col.umbia. Use of this control
came slowly, primarily because of the concern over
potential for causing accidents.

Presumably no collisions should occur if the motorist
makes the RTOR maneuver safely by stopping and yield-
ing to the appropriate vehicles and pedestrians in the
intersection. However, not all drivers drive safely all
the time, and accidents do happen as a result of a host

Accident Experience With Right
Turn on Red
Hugh W. McGee, BioTechnology, Inc., Falls Church, Virginia
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Table 1. Virginia intersection accidents.

of factors involving the driver, the environment, the
road, and the vehicle. Furthermore, vehicles negotiat-
ing right turns on green (RTOG) also have collisions.
RTOR maneuvers are not, a priori, substantially more
hazardous than RTOG maneuvers. A key question is
whether pelmitting RTOR significantly clegrades the
safety of a signalized intersection.

Several studies on RTOR-related accidents ( ,LL L,9,
IrL9,9) tend to support the claim that there aie i'ela:
tively few RTOR accidents compaled with aU intersec-
tion accidents. But these studies 'u¿ere not sufficiently
comprehensive or detailed to identify the magnitude of
the RTOR accident problem, types of RTOR accidents,
or possible causes. Therefore, additional accident ex-
perience data were needed to develop a national policy
and implementation guidelines.

This accident analysis consisted of six separate
studies conducted in VirgÍnia and Colorado and the cities
of Denver, Dallas, Chicago, and Los Angeles. Each of the
studies was of a dí-ffelent design dictated by the availability
of data. For example, in Virginia and Chicago before-
and-after RTOR studies were actually performed; in
other locations only records of RTOR and intersection
accidents could be analyzed. Procedures and results
of each accident analysis will be discussed in detail.

VIRGINIA

Since 19?2, Virginia has been following the sign-
permissive rule for RTOR, but few signalized intersec-
tions are signed for RTOR. In fact, as of September
1975 only 8.6 pereent of all possible intersections were
so signed.

A before-and-after accident analysis was conducted
to determine if these RTOR installations have had any
effect on safety. Virginia maintains an inventory of
RTOR sign installations, so it was possible to identify
specific intersections and the dates of installation. From
this master list, 29 intersections were selected for a
l-year-before and l-year-after installation analysis; no
significant changes that would have affected accident
frequency were found in either the geometrics or the
operating conditions.

For each of the 29 intersections, copies of all ac-
cident report forms were reviewed for the 2-year study
period (19?2 to 19?4). The following data were ex-
tracted:

1. Total number of accidents within 61 m (200 ft) of
the intersection,

2. Total number of right-turn accidents for each
approach,

3. Total number of rear-end accidents for each ap-
proach,

4, Total number of RTOR accidents (by type) for
each approach, and

5. Amount of property damage.

Throughout the study, Virginia required all accidents
involving a fatality, an injury, or damage assessed at
$100 or more to be reported.

All the information on the form, including the verbal
description, the diagram, and other pertinent data, was
considered. Also, accident rate statistics were deter-
mined by average daily traffic (ADT) volumes obtained
from the Virginia Department of Highways and Trans-
portation. However, because the traJfic volume data
were not complete for all the roads or did not correspond
directly rvith the two study periods, valid cotnparisons
of accident rates before and after institution of RTOR
could not be made.

The results of the accident data are shown in Table 1.
There was a total reduction of 14 accidents (statistically
significant at 95 percent confidence using t-test) for the
after case. Assuming that all other conditions did not
change, this result would indicate that the RTOR signs
actually brought about an improvement in safety. How-
ever, the reduction in accidents is more likely attribut-
able to some other circumstances, because no RTOR
acc idents rvere identified.

As indicated earlier, the number of rear-end acci-
dents rvas used for both cases to test whether RTOR
would reduce or increase this type of accident. In the
before case, there were 135 rear-end accidents (2?.4
percent of all accidents), whereas, in the after câse,
there were L21 (26.5 percent of all accidents). This 0.9
percent difference is not statistically significant (chi-
square test), and RTOR had no effect on this type of ac-
cident.

Another accident type examined was any collision in-
volving a riglrt-turning vehicle. For the before case,
there rvere only 19 such accidents (3.9 percent of alt
accidents). However, in the after case there were 24
right-turn accidents (5 percent of all accidents). This
increase in accidents is not statistically significant, and
therefore it cannot be concluded that this increase in
right-turn accidents is attributable to RTOR.

Further analysis of the right-turn accidents showed
that there were 16 RTOR-related accidents (3.34 per-
cent of all accidents) in the after case, Of these RTOR
accidents, none involved pedestrians, only one resulted
in an injury, and none resulted in a fatality. The aver-
age property damage for the RTOR accidents was $245
as compared to an average property damage of $554 for
all accidents and $53? for the before-and-after cases.

The 16 RTOR accidents occurred at only B of the 29
intersections, but 1 intersection lrad 5 accidents, 2 had
3, and 5 had only 1.

COLORADO

The statute allowing an RTOR unless a sign prohibits it
has been in effect in Colorado since July 1, 1969. The
Colorado Department of Highways has been compiling
RTOR accident statistics since 19?0. Table 2 shows
RTOR-related accident data provided by the state for
19?0 to 19?5 and includes the yearly figures for all ac-
cidents, for two-vehicle accidents at all intersections
(signalized or not), and for injury accidents at intersec-
tions. In 1973, Colorado began using a short accident
report form for property-damage accidents. As a re-
sult, we can no longer distinguish between intersection
accidents and RTOR-related accidents (however, the
short form is not used in the city and county of Denver).
Therefore, the reduction in accidents during 19?3 and
19?4 for intersection accidents is mostly attlibutable to
the fact that intersection accidents involving property
damage are not included. It is also likely that this new

Acci(lent Catcgory
BcfoÌe
RTOR

After Increase or
RTOn Decrease

Fatâl
Injury
Property darnage
Rear e¡rd
Right tunt
RTOG
Pedcstriâl¡
RTOR
RTOR injury
RTOn pedestrian

Total

000
96 86 -10

396 392 -4
135 127 -8
l9 24 +ã
19 8 -11

- 1 +1

- 10 i16
- I rl
:_00
492 4?8 -14
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form has let a few RTOR accidents go unreported.
For the 4 years 1970 to 19?3, all accidents in-

creased, but RTOR accidents decreased. However,
this trend reversed itself in 19?4, when all accidents
decreased and the number of RTOR accidents increased
to 90 (plus the unknown number not reported on the short
form). For 1975, the number of RTOR accidents de-
creased to ?3.

Although we cannot state conclusively that RTOR
accidents have decreased over the years, RTOR acci-
dents are obviously onlya verysmallpercentageofall ac-
cidents or even all intersection accidents. Statewide,
RTOR accidents account for less than 0,1 percent of all
accidents and about 0.3 percent of all intersection acci-
dents. Also, RTOR pedestrian accidents account for
only 0.4 percent (average of 6 years) of all intersection
pedestrian accidents, For the years 19?0 to l9?2 (19?3
to 1975 excluded because of the short form), the per-
centage of RTOR injury accidents was less than the
percentage of all intersection injury accidents.

The Cotorado Department of Highways also released
a breakdown of RTOR accident types and some data on
economic losses. A list of the 426 RTOR accidents re-
ported for the years 1970 to 1974 follows.

Accidenl Percentage

Pedestrian
Rear end
Broadside
Sideswipe (same direction)
Sideswipe (other direction)
Overtaking turn
Fixed ob¡ect
Parked car
Bicycle
Ran off road
Overturned

Total

Broadsides and sidewipes same direction accounted
for ?6.9 percent of all RTOR accidents. These are the
accidents that usually occur with RTOR, Alttrough the
exact percentage is not known, many of these accident
types involved drivers turning right on a red light and
failing to yield the right-of-$,ay to opposing traffic turn-
ing left on a green arrow (Figure 1b). In 19?4, 28 per-
cent of all RTOR accidents were of this type.

The next most frequent type \reas the rear end, which
was 13.8 percent of RTOR accidents. Also, it should be
noted that 12 accidents involved pedestrians and g in-
volved bicycles. Together, these account for only 4.2
percent of all RTOR accidents.

The economic loss resulting from these 4g9 RTOR
accidents was estimated at $303 440; average vehicle
property damage was $218; and the average estimated
economic loss per accident was $609. No fatalities at-
tributed to RTOR were reported during the 6 years.

DENVER

In 19?4, the city of Denver initiated its computerized
accident and traffic data records system and used the
1974 accident data to conduct a citywide RTOR accident
analysis. There are 1137 signalized intersections in
Denver. At ?8 of these RTOR is prohibited on one or
more of the approaches, most of which are located
downtown where all-pedestrian signal phasing is em-
ployed and all vehicle signals are red when all pe-
destrian signals display WALK.

Denver accident analyses are displayed in Table 3.
During 19?4, there were ?431 reported accidents at the
1137 signalized intersections, of which only 50 (or less

than 1 percent) involved RTOR vehicles. (An intersec-
tion accident is defined as any accident occurring within
the prolongation of the curb lines or edge of pavement.)
Of the 50 RTOR accidents only 3 resulted in injuries, and
none involved pedestrians or resulted in a fatality. The
ave¡'age property damage per accident was $ZTb. Seven
of the RTOR accidents occurred at locations where the
movement is prohibited, and 6 of these occurred at one
intersection that will be discussed later.

The statisties displayed on the lower half of Table 3
shed more light on the RTOR accident problem. For
each accident statistic described in the first column,
the appropriate percentages were calculated for all l18?
signalized intersections, for all 1059 intersections where
RTOR is permitted at all approaches, and for the ?8 in-
tersections where RTOR is prohibited. Although sta-
tistics are shown for all three sets of intersections, we
cannot drarv any conclusions based on the comparison
across the columns, especially for the last two. This
is because characteristics of the 78 intersections tvhere
RTOR is prohibited differ from those of the remaining
intersections. AIso, there is a large disparity in the
sample sizes (1059 versus 78), which increases the
chance of a wrong conclusion. Some of the more im-
portant findings are as follows:

1. The 50 RTOR accidents represent only 0.6? per-
cent of all signalized intersection accidents, whereas
RTOG accidents accounted for 8.6 percent;

2. RTOR injury accidents were only 0.1g percent of
all injury accidents, whereas RTOG injury accidents
comprised 4.0 percent; and

3. RTOG pedestrian accidents accounted for 28.2
percent of all pedestrian intersection accidents, but
there were no RTOR pedestrian accidents.

The statistics must also be viewed in connection with
the exposure factor or, in this case, the percentage of
RTOR vehicles. Based on RTOR usage data collected
at eight intersections in Colorado, two of which were in
Denver, the average percentage of RTOR vehicles to all
right turns is about 20 percent. If RTOR were just as
hazardous as RTOG, one would expect RTOR accidents
to be 20 percent of all right-turn accidents. This is not
the case; RTOR accidents account for only ?.? percent
of all right-turn accidents (50 of 690) and only 4.g per-
cent of all right-turn injury accidents (g of 62).

It would appear from these statistics that RTOR does
not pose a significant safety problem for Denver. All
relevant statistics shou, that RTOR accidents are a small
percentage of all accidents, even of right-turn accidents.
Furthermore, it is not as hazardous to pedestrians as
the RTOG movement.

In an effort to learn more about what causes RTOR
accidents, we reviewed each of the 50 RTOR accident
reports and field checked some of the sites. Of the 48
RTOR accidents at intersections where the movement is
permitted, 3 occurred at one intersection, 2 occurred
at each of five intersections, and the remaining 30
accidents occumed at different intersections. At ilre
intersection where 3 occurred, each accident involved
an RTOR vehicle using a different approach: 1 resulted
from a conflict with an opposing left-turning vehicle, and
the other 2 were collisions with cross-street vehicles
(see Figure 1).

Each of the 50 accidents was categorized as to con-
flict type. The most frequent collision (?0 percent of
the total) was with vehicles moving across the intersec-
tion on green. Another accldent type occurred fre-
quently (18 percent) when an RTOR vehicle collided with
a vehicle making a left turn from the opposite direction
on a left-turn phase. In each situation, there was more

12 2.2
69 13.6

203 40.7
181 36.2

I 1.8
8 1.6
3 0.6
1 0.2
I 1.8
3 0.6
1 0.7

499 100.0



than one lane on the intersection exit leg. In some
cases the RTOR vehicle made a wide turn into the in-
side lane, while in others the left-turn vehicle made a
wide turn into the curb lane.

The geometiics of the intersections did not show any
common characteristic that could be considered a con-
tributing factor. However, as indicated above, the
presence of a left-turn signal phase for opposite direc-
tion traffic adds another conflict potential for the RTOR
vehicle and could contribute to RTOR accidents.

The problem of sign visibility appeared to be a
significant factor for at least one location. Of the seven
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accidents where RTOR was prohibited, six occurred at
one location on the same approach. This particular in-
tersection happened to have six legs. The no-RTOR
signs were post-mounted on the right curb on the near
side and the far side of the intersection; traffic signals
were both overhead and post-mounted. For each of the
six accident reports, the RTOR motorist indicated that
he or she rvas not aware of RTOR prohibition because
he or she did not see the sign. An overhead sign ptaced
by the signal head might very well have eliminated the
sign detection problem.

Table 2, Colorado statew¡de RTOR
acc¡dent data (1970-1975).

Figure 1, RTOR accident types,

Accident Category I 9?0 19? 1 lg72 r9?3 19',t4 19?5

Intersection'
Intersectiorì injury
Intersection pedestrian
RTOR
RTOR injury
RTOR fatâlity
RTOn pedestrian

Total

nton/totat, I
nTOR/intersection, I
RTOR/intersection injury, I
RTOR iìiury/intersection injury, I
RTOR pedestriân/intcrsectiotr Þeclestrian, t

29 1?6 31 510 3t25't
6 835 ? 085 ? 8?0
463 482 455
93 93 80
10 16 11
000
22r

89 599 95 908 110 541

0.10 0.10 0.0?
0.32 0.30 0.23
1.36 1.31 1.02
0.15 0.23 0.14
0.43 0.4r 0.22

25 ob8" zo 652 20 gr4o
? 038 6 142 6 56?

õ18 435 ,158

't0 90 ?3
?810
000
213

rtr 425 104 528 ll0 ??3

0.06
0.28
0.99
0.10
0.38

0.09 0.0?
0.44 0.36
1.46 r.lt
0.13 0.15
0.23 0,66

¡ Both signali¿od and nonsignalized intersections. b lñtroduclioñ of a short form ¡Ò 1973 accounts lor reduct¡on ol these categories.

(a) CÂOSS TRAFFIC COtLtStON

(c} REAR END COLLISION

(b, oPPostNG t-EFT TURN COLLtStON

(d} PEDESIRIAN CONFLICTS
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Table 3. Denver accidents in 1974.

Accident Category
Signâlized RTOn
hrtersections InteÌsectio¡ìs

"Of the I 137 signalized intersect¡oñs rn the crty, 78 have RTOß prqh¡lrilioos. Of rhese, 54 are
locôted downlown whcre ¿n all.pedestriän s¡gnal phas¡og ¡s employed.

DALLAS

The city of Dallas has had the RTOR rule since August
19?3 when Texas adopted the law. Because of this
change, it was possible to conduct a 1-year before-and-
after accident analysis in the course of this study. Horv-
ever, because of the difficulty of extracting tlìe accident
data and then defining RTOR accidents, the analysis was
limited to pedestrian accidents. At the lequest of the
project staff, Dallas provided a summary listing of
pedestrian accidents that occurred at intersections
throughout the city.

Included on the summary listing was a column that
indicated the appropriate traffic control (signal or stop
sign) and a column indicating the direction analysis of
the vehicle (right, straight, left, or unknown). These
summary listings were provided for 19?2 to 7974, allow-
ing us to extract pedestrian accidents at signalized in-
tersections during the 2-year study period. The sum-
mary listing did not reveal whether or not the accident
involved an RTOR vehicle, but from the police accident
reports for the after period this determination was
poss ible.

Dallas has approximately 1000 signalized intersec-
tions, of which 86 have no-RTOR contlols at one or
more approaches. Some, but not all, of these restric-
tions are because of pedestrian conflicts.

The numbers of pedestrian accidentsthatoccurred at
all lntersections for L972, L973, and 1974 were 50, 55, and
53 respectively, and at all signal-controlled intersec-
tions 23, 1?, and 1?. As shor¡¡n by the data, intersec-
tion pedestrian accidents over the 3-year period have
been fairly consistent.

Table 4 shows the comparative results for I year,
both before and after the RTOR rule became effective.
The data revealed a slight increase in pedestrian acci-
dents at all intersections as well as at signalized inter-
sections, but these increases are not statistically sig-
ni-ficant at the 95 percent confidence level.

Of the 18 pedestrian accidents that occurred at sig-
nalized intersections during the after period, only 1

involved a right-turning vehicle (the same as for the
before period). The narrative portions of the police
accident report forms indicated that only 1 pedestrian
accident (that noted as a right-turning accident) could
have involved an RTOR vehicle. The data in the tables

suggest that RTOR has not caused any increase in
pedestrian accidents in Dallas.

CHICAGO

On January L, L974, the RTOR law became effective for
the state of lllinois. Before then the state had a sign-
permissive rule. This change afforded the opportunity
to analyze accidents at numerous intersections in
Chicago under the two basic RTOR rules as compared
to RTOG only.

The accident analysis was built on a study partially
completed by the Chicago Traffic Engineering Depart-
ment. The city selected 9? intersections to determine
if the sign RTOR rule causes accidents. These inter-
sections were a geographic sampling distributed through-
out the city, Later, two intersections were eliminated
because the permissive RTOR signs were removed.
These study intersections represent about 4 percent of
nearly 1460 signalized intersections.

Chicago collected accident data for a g-month period
(April through December 1972) during which RTOR was
not allowed and for the same 9 months of 19?3 after
RTOR signs had been installed. Because the current
generally permissive RTOR rule became valid on
January L, L974, the city could not obtain a full year of
data; therefore, it completed its analysis at that point.

Accident data were collected for the same 95 inter-
sections for a full year under the generally permissive
rule. Unfortunately at L7 of the experimental sites
no-RTOR signs were installed where RTOR had pre-
viously been allowed, thereby reducing to 7B the total
number of intersections that could be compared.

In addition to the accident data collection, RTOR
usage counts were made at a sample of the intersections
in ordel to determine an average RTOR exposure factor.
Later the city did this at all 97 intersections for the
analysis and at 10 of the intersections for the expanded
analysis under the generally permissive rule.

Table 5 shows the summary accident statistics for
the 95 intersections for 9 months in 19?2 without RTOR
and I months with RTOR by sign in 1973. The before-
and-after accident data show that there was a statis-
tically significant increase of 110 accidents (13.3 per-
cent). However, for the same two periods, there was
a 10.5 percent increase (21 315 to 23 595 or 2280) in total
signalized intersection accidents for all 2460 intersec-
tions. Therefore, this increase in total accidents can-
not be attributed solely to the RTOR feature.

There was a very significant increase, 52 percent,
in right-turn accidents. In the before case the 91 right-
turn accidents accounted for 11 percent of alt accidents;
in the after case the 138 right-turn accidents were 14.7
percent. On a citywide basis, there was a 16.1 percent
increase (1?92 to 2080) in right-turn accidents at all
signalized intersections, 27 instances of which involved
RTOR. These 2? RTOR accidents represented only 2.9
percent of all the intersection accidents but nearly 20
percent of all right-turn accidents.

Pedestrian accidents increased by 42.5 percent (40
to 57). Furthermore, it was found that of the 11 right-
turn vehicle-pedestrian accidents after the RTOR signs
were installed 5 involved an RTOR maneuver.

While the RTOR signs were in place, the city
conducted a l-h RTOR count at each intersection.
The degree of RTOR usage varied from a low of
3.6 percent of all right turns to a high of 40.6 per-
cent; the average was 14.8 percent. As noted before,
the RTOR accidents accounted for 20 percent of all
right-turn accidents. Therefore, with RTOR averag-
ing about 15 percent of the total right-turn volumes,
the accident statistics for these intersections indicate

Non- RTOn
Intc rscctions'

RTOG
RTOR
lnjury
Pedestria¡l
nTOG injury
RTOR iÌjury
nTOG pedcstri¿ìn
RTOIì p€destriarì

Total

RTOR/total, I
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that RT OR had a s lightly lrigher acc ident rate than RTOG.
Table 6 shows similar acci.dent data for ?8 of the

95 intersections under three RTOR conditions [nfOn
prohibited (1972), RTOR atlowed with a sign (19?3), and
RTOR allowed without a sign (19?4)1. ttre sample size
'¡¡as reduced for this three-way analysis because at the
remaining 17 intersections no-RTOR signs were installed
at various times during the 1974 9-month study period.
The lorver half of the table shows various accident
statistics derived from the data in the upper half.

In comparing the 1972 no RTOR with the 19?3 RTOR
rvith siga, \r/e found the same results for the ?8 as for
the 95 ilrtersections. The percentage of RTOR acci-
dents of all accidents (3.4 percent) is slightly higher for
the smaller sample set than the larger set (2.9 percent),
because the right-turn pedestrian accidents (inctuding
RTOR pedestrian accidents) were all located at the 78-
intersection subset.

The accident distribution was quite similar for the
last period (19?4) with generally permissive RTOR when
compared to 19?3 with sign-permissive RTOR. There
were sliglrt decreases in total accidents and RTOR ac-
cidents but neither was statistically significant. The
only significant difference was a decrease in total
pedestrian accidents in 19?4, but the levels of riglrt-

Table 4. Dallas pedestrian accidents before and after RTOR.

Accident Câtegory

Year Year
Before AfteÌ
NTOR RTOR

Perceìtage
Increase Change

All intersections
Signalized intersectiorìs
Signalized i¡rtersections in-

volving right-turning vehicles

Table 5. Accidents at 96 Chicago intersections w¡th and w¡thout
RTOR.

,IL

turn and RTOR pedestrian accidents were comparable
for the two periods.

To determine how the 1974 RTOR accident statistics
might have been affected by RTOR usage, l-h counts
were made at 10 of the intersections. Each of these
counts was made at the same hour and day ofthe week as
the 1973 count under the RTOR sign. For these 10 in-
tersections, the RTOR usage (RTOR volume of total
right turns) varied from a tow of 9.2 percent to a high
of 35.8 percent; the average was 24.4 percent. For the
same 10 intersections, the average RTOR usage was
19.9 percent under the sign rule. Although statistically
inconclusive, it appears that there were ferver RTOR-
related accidents under the general rule than under
the sign rule, even with a higher percentage of RTOR
maneuvers. This reduction in RTOR accident fre-
quency rvas probably due more to driver experience
with the maneuver than to the degree of safety under
either rule.

LOS ANGELES

Los Angeles has allowed RTOR at all intersections
unless otherwise posted since 194?. RTOR is rarely
prohibited in Los Angeles; in fact, out of approximately
3300 signalized intersections where right turns can be
made, only 33 (1 percent) have a no-RTOR sign on one
or more of the approach legs.

For several years, the city has had a compuierized
traffic accident information system that has a wide range
of accident-analyzing capabilities. Included in the sys-
tem are not only accident data but also geometric, signal
control, and traffic volume data. As a matter of pro-
cedure, RTOR accidents are coded into the computerized
record system from the accident report. With this in-
formation it was possible to conduct a finer analysis of
RTOR accidents throughout the city. This analysis rvas
based on accident files for 19?3 and 1974. All RTOR
accidents were identified by a computer sorting routine
in the Los Angeles Traffic Engineering Department. The
accuracy of RTOR accident reports would therefore de-
pend on the reliability of police officers making the re-
port and the clerk coding the accident into the computer
file.

For 1973 and 1974 a total of 28? accidents were
identified as belng RTOR retated. This figure repre-
sents only 0.69 percent of all 41 316 accidents that oc-
curred at 3235 signalized intersections where RTOR can
legally be made.

Table 7 shows the comparison of the RTOR accidents
with all signalized intersection accidents for various
classifications. With respect to severity, it rvas found
that there were no fatal accidents involving an RTOR
vehicle. However, nearly 50 percent of the reported
RTOR accidents involved an injury, as i6 the case for
all intersection accidents. The percentage of injury
accidents is high because as many as two-thirds of all
property-damage -only (PDO) accidents go unreported
(the California vehicle code specifies that all accidents
valued at $100 or more shall be reported, but this
requirement is not commonly linown or heeded).
There were no doubt more RTOR accidents than the
28? identified in this analysis. However, it is likely
that RTOR accidents as a percentage of total acci-
dents would be nearly the same as 0.69 percent,
since PDO accidents at other intersections also go unre-
ported.

The accidents were categorized into seven types as
noted in Table ?. It was found that, of the 2B? RTOR ac-
cidents, 54 (18.8 percent) involved a pedestrian. When
compared to the total of 1487 pedestrian accidents oc-
curring within a 30-m (100-ft) distance of the signalized
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Accident Category

No
RTON
lg't2

RTON
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19?3

hìcreâse
or Percentage
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NTOG
RTOR
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RTOG pedestriarì
RTOR pedestrian
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6
5
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+1?
-1
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22.Q',
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ôSt¿t¡st¡cally significant at 95 Þercent conlidence level.

Table 6. Accidents at 78 Chicago intsrsections.

Accident Category

No
RTOR
t972

RTOR
with
Sign
l9?3

RTOR
Without
Sign
1914

RT
RTOC
NTOR
Pedestrian
RTOC pedestriâJt
RTOn pedestrian

Total

nT,/total, I
nron/totat, I
RTOR/RT, É
Pedestrian/totat, I
RTOG pcdestrian/total pedestrial, I
RTOR pc(lcstrian/total pedestrim, I

65 103 101
65 79 80

-242129 47 24
563

:_56
618 ?09 694

10.5

4.7
n.2

14.5
3.4

23.3
6.6

12.8
10.6

14.6
3.0

20.8
3.5

12,5
25.0
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Table 7. Los Angeles RTOR accidents versus all
signalized intersect¡on accidents 1197 3-197 4ì.,

Total IntcrsectioD
Accidents RTOR Accidents

Classification Number Percentage Number Percentage

Accident sevcrity
F¡tal
PropeÌty damage
¡¡ìjury

Accident tyÞe
Pedestriatr
Run off road, overturned, ¡rarkcd

vehicle, fixed object, other norì-
collision

Right turn all types
Left turn all types
Right anglc, r'car c¡ìd, siclcsrvi¡rc,

head o¡r
U-turÌr or other ¡rultivehiclc
Alley

Lighting conditions
Day
Dusk or dâìvn
Dark

Street type
Local- local
Collector- locâl
Collector- collector
Mirìor arterial- local
Minor arteriâl-collector
Mirìor arteriâl- tììirìor arteÌial
Principal arteriâl-local
Principal arteriâl-collector
Principal arteriâl-minor arterial
Principal artcrial-¡:rincipal
arterial

Number o[ legs
3TorY
4
>4

Signal operatioÌ
'lwo plìase
Thrcc phasc, leading lcft
Three phâse, laggiÌg teft
Multiphâse

154
19 ?96
22 474

1 48?

5',t28
407

I 969

21 ?98
2 14',1

880

28 374
754

13 296

413
49

116
433
818

1 124
4 8?0
5 620

l0 ?08

t8 224

3 651
32 70't
4 963

3? 338
2 393

'124

1 943

66.9
1.8

31.3

1.0
0.1
o.2
1.0
1.9
2.6

1 1.5
13.4
25.3

43.0

8.8
79.2
12.0

88.0
5.6
1.8
4.0

0.4
46.6
53.0

3.5

13.5
1.0

23.5

51.3
5.1
2.1

U

144
143

54

23
94

4

63
49

0

22'l
1

59

4
1

1

2
J
,|

25
35

132

2l
220

243
24

3
t7

0.0
50.2
49.8

I 8.8

8.0
32.8

1.4

22.0
1?.0
0.0

?9.1
0.3

20.6

1.4
0.3
0.3
0.?
1.0
2.4
8.'t

12.2
26.8

46.0

80.3
12.0

84. ?

8.4
1.0
5.9

intersections, the RTOR pedestrian accidents account
for only 3.6 percent. However, the 18.8 percent is
significantly greater than the 3.5 percent for all pedes-
trian accidents compared to all intersection accidents.

As expected, the remaining distribution of RTOR
accident types is dissimilar to that of all intersection
accidents, since an RTOR accident is commonly coded
as a right-turn accident, In this case, nearly 33 per-
cent of aU the RTOR accidents were classified as right-
turn accidents. However, the true percentage was
probabty higher, because of the many RTOR accidents
identified in the other categories. It is interesting to
note that, of 407 accidents classified as right turn all
types, 94 (23 percent) involved an RTOR accident.
RTOR volume data r,vere not available for Los Angeles,
but in Berkeley Ray found an average of 18 percent of
the right-turn volumes were RTOR maneuvers (4). If
tve assume that this percentage is applicable to Los
Angeles, then it would appear that RTOR accidents as a
percentage of all right-turn accidents (23 percent), white
slightly higher, is similar to the RTOR volume per-
centage.

The accidents were classified into three lighting
conditlon periods: day, dusk or dawn, and dark (street
Iights and no street lights). The results show a sta-
tÍstically signif icantly higher percentage of RTOR acc i-
dents during daylight than of all accidents, meaning that
RTOR is no more dangerous at night than in day, and,
therefore, there would be no reason to prohibit the
movement during the night.

Table 7 also gives the accident distribution by street
type (local, collector, minor arterial, and principal

arterial). RTOR accidents occulred at intersections of
diJferent street types in nearly the same proportion as
total intersection accidents. The greatest spread in
percentages was for the principal arterial-principal
arterial (43 percent for all versus 46 percent for RTOR
accidents), but this difference is not statistically sig-
nificant (chi-square, one-way classification). The
greatest number of RTOR accidents occurred at the in-
tersections of two principal arterial roadg, which is
probably a direct function of the tra-ffic volumes.

Another breakdown of accidents was by the number
of approach legs to the intersection (three T or Y, four,
and more than four). Of course, the vast majority of
both RTOR and all accidents occuned at four-legged
intersections, but, somewhat surprisingly, the per-
centage distributions are nearly identical. However, note
that 12 percent of the RTOR accidents occurred at in-
tersections with more than four approaches. Many of
the no-RTOR signs are installed at these types of ap-
proaches, but as a general rule the city does not prohibit
RTOR at this type of intersection.

Still another classification was by signal operation
mode. The many modes were group€d into four types:
two phase, three phase with leading left, three phase
with lagging left, and multiphase. The purpose of this
classification tvas to determine if complex signal phas-
ing had any effect on RTOR accident frequency. Once
again, the two percentage distributions are comparable
and not statistically different. The majority of RTOR
accidents, nearly 85 percent, occurred rvhere there was
a simple two-phase signal operation.

The final comparative accident distribution analysirs

I
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Table L RTOR accidents at several locations.

RTOR Pedestriân Accidents

RTOR Rule Locâtion

Signalized lnter-
Intcr- scction

Study Year sections Accidents

nTOn Accidents

Number Percentage

Pedes-
t ri a¡r

Accidents Number

Percentage Percentâge
of Pedestriarì of RTOR
Accidents Accidents

| 8.8
0
0

28.6
33.0

?.9
15.4
0
0
0

18.5
0
0

3.6
0
0

25.0
29.0

0
0
0

ö. Õ

0
0

148? 54
125 0
18 0
246
14 4

20
2
0
0
0

5?5
0

l0

28'.t 0.?0
50 0.?0

21 3.0
12 0.4

253 0.5
13 0.7
I r.3

lt 2.2
I 1.3

z',t 2.9
11 2.1
16 3.3

694
3 328

52 677
1 ?56

?00
49?
600

936
415
4'.t8

41 316
? 431

Generâlly
permissive

Sign
pernrissivc

Los Angeles
Denver
Dallas
Chicâgo
San Francisco
Portland
Jacksorìville
Dacle County
Ornaha
Salt Lakc City

Chicago
Columl¡us
VirgiDia

l9?3-19?4 3235
t9?4 1059
19?3- 19?4 1000
t9?4 ?8
1953- 1955 't5

405
to

l9?1- 19?2 26
24

l9?3 95
t9?3 12
l9?3 29

Table 9. RTOR injury acc¡dents versus all
intersect¡on injury accidents.

Injury

Total Nurnber PèrceItage

RTOR Injury

Locâtion Pc Ìcentâge

Colorado
Denve r
Los Angeles
Vi rgitriâ

35 510
? 431

42 424
 '.t8

7 870 22
1 555 21

22 474 53
86 18

11 14
24

143 50
16

80
50

287
16

was a classification of pedestrian accidents by actions,
that is, whether the pedestrian was crossing the inter-
section legally with the signal or illegally against the
signal. Below we show the number and percentage of
pedestrian accidents occurring as pedestrians crossed
with or against the signal.

Accident Crossing With Signal Crossing Against Signal

Category Number Percentage Number percentage

Ail 896 83 187 17
RTOR 53 95 3 5

The total number of accidents does not equal that noted
in the table because some accidents could not be classi-
fied in either category. In nearly all the RTOR pedes-
trian accidents, the pedestrian was crossing the in-
tersection with the signal, presumably in the crosswalk
immediately in front of the RTOR velticle. Only three
accidents involved an RTOR motorist hitting a pedestrian
crossing against the signal, in this case presumably on
the crosswalk. By contrast, for all the pedestrian ac-
cidents there were more involving the pedestrian cross-
ing against the signal.

The next analysis was to examine more closely those
intersections where RTOR accidents occurred. The
287 identified RTOR accidents for the 2-year period oc-
curred at 267 intersections throughout the Los Angeles
a;tea.. These intersections represent only 8 percent of
the 3235 signalized intersections where RTOR can be
made. Only 1 intersection had 3 RTOR accidents during
the 2-year period and 18 had 2 accidents, with the re-
maining 248 accidents occurring at different intersec-
tions.

It was not possible to make an on-site investigation
of each site, but those intersections where more than
one RTOR accident occurred were field checked for any
palticular feature that may have caused these intersec-
tions to experience more than one RTOR accident. Fac-
tors considered rvere number of approach lanes, num-
ber of cross-street lanes, average speeds of cross-

street traffic, cross-street volume, sight distance,
pedestlian activity, and parking on cross-street ap-
proach.

If these intersections were particularly hazardous for
RTOR movements, then logically they slrould have had
some common geometric or operational feature. How-
ever, all the factors were found to vary widely, Ap-
proach lanes varied from one to five and cross-street
through lanes from one to four. Surprisingly, none of
the intersections had cross-street speeds greater than
72 km/h (45 mph), and most were between 40 and 64
km/h (25 and 40 mph). Cross-street volumes ex-
pressed in 24-h ADT also ranged considerably from
2000 to 3õ 000. Although sight distance measurements
were purely subjective, only two intersections were
noted as having restricted (poor) sight distance.

SUMMARY OF RTOR ACCIDENT
EXPERIENCE

The preceding sections discussed RTOR accidents at six
different locations. As noted in the introductory re-
marks, each study was different in scope and method-
ology. Nonetheless, the results of the separate analyses
can be synthesized to provide some general observations
regarding the accident problem associated with RTOR.

RTOR Accident Frequency

From the results of our accident analysis and those re-
ported by others, it appears that RTOR accidents are
very infrequent. Shown in Table I are tlte overall RTOR
accident statistics for 13 different locations using data
developed in this study and reported by other re-
searchers. The percentage of RTOR accidents (all
types) to all accidents occurring at the speci-fied num-
ber of signalized intersections for the generally per-
missive rule range from a low of 0.4 in San Francisco
in a 1953 to 1955 study by Ray to a high of 3.0 for the
?8 test intersections in Chicago; the weiglrted average
is 0.61 percent (.4).
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For the three locations with the sign-permissive
rule, there was less variability in the RTOR percent-
age statistics; the lowest figure was 2.7 percent for
Columbus, Ohio, and the highest was 3.3 percent for
the 29 locations in Virginia. The weighted average is
2.95 percent, which differs considerably from the 0.61
percent for the generally permissive rule states. This
disparity might indicate that the sign-permissive rule
is more dangerous than the generally permissive rule.
However, this conclusion is not statistically cotrect,
because the sample size was so much smaller for the
sign-permissive rule than for the generally permis-
sive. AIso, in each of the three sign-permissive rule
locations, the RTOR accident statistics represent
initial experience with the maneuver. One might expect
that RTOR accidents would decrease in frequency as
motorists becamq more familiar with its operation.

Also included ih Table B are the RTOR pedestrian
accidents shown as a percentage of all pedestrian ac-
cidents and as a percentage of all RTOR accidents. For
the first of the two statistics, there was a wide vari-
ability rvith a low of 0.0 percent found in five different
locations with the generally permissive rule to a high
of 29 percent found in Rayrs study in San Francisco.
The weighted average is 3.?5 percent, which was
strongly influenced by the Los Angeles data. For the
second statistic, it was found that where there were
some pedestrian RTOR accidents the percentage ranged
from ?.9 to 33.0 with a weiglrted average of L4.7,

For the sign-permissive rule, only Chicago pro-
vided any significant data showing that B.B percent of
all intersection pedestrian accidents are related to
RTOR, and 18.5 percent of all RTOR accidents involve
pedestrians.

Before -arrd-After RTOR Comparisons

It was feasible to make only limited comparisons of
accident statistics before and after RTOR, and the re-
sults obtained rvere mixed.

In Chicago, total accidents, right-turn-related ac-
cidents, and pedestrian accidents all rose at the 95
study intersections âfter sign-permissive RTOR was
instituted, but there were only 2? accidents involving
RTOR vehicles (or about 3 percent) out of a total of
936. Moreover, total intersection accidents citywide
in Chicago rose that same year by nearly the same
percentage as the 95 study intersections where RTOR
had been instituted, so it is difficult to attribute much
of the increase at the study locations to the change in
RTOR rule. Chicago then switched to the generally
permissive RTOR rule, and at ?B intersections that
previously had sign-permissive RTOR not much change
occurred in overall accident frequency. However,
pedestrian accidents dropped sharply, more than off-
setting the rise in accidents in the previous year under
the sign-permissive RTOR rule.

A similar study was conducted at 29 intersections in
Virginia, where a change was made from no RTOR to
the sign-permissive RTOR. Yearly total accidents
decreased slightly from 492 to 4?8 (statistically sig-
nificant), but this decrease cannot be attributed to the
change in the RTOR rule. Right-turn accidents rose
insignificantly from L9 to 24, 16 of which involved
RTOR maneuvers. Only one of the RTOR collisions
resulted in an injury, and none involved pedestrians.

In Dallas the generally permissive RTOR rule was
adopted in August 19?3 as part of the statewide change,
but it was feasible to study only the effects on pedes-
trian accidents. Comparing the l-year periods before
and after the RTOR rule change, pedestrian accidents
increased sli ghtty (but statistically ins ignif icantly)

from 16 to 18. During both the year before and the year
after the RTOR rule change only one pedestrian accident
involving a right-turning vehicle occurred, and there
was no indication of whether RTOR maneuvers rvere in-
volved.

RTOR Accident Severity

Based on the results of the accident analyses, RTOR-
related accidents are less severe than the average inter-
section accident. For the six locations studied, there
were no fatalities as a result of RTOR accidents.

Table 9 shows the percentage of RTOR injury acci-
dents compared to all injury accidents at signalized in-
tersections (10). In each case the percentage of RTOR
injury accidents was smaller than that of alt injury ac-
cidents. The high percentage for Los Angeles (50 per-
cent) is explained by the many PDO accidents that go
unreported.

RTOR accidents also tend to have less property
damage compared to all intersection accidents. For ex-
ample, in Virginia the average amount of property
damage (as reported) was $538 for all accidents com-
pared to only $229 for RTOR accidents. This latter
figure compares favorably with the average property
damage of $218 for RTOR accidents reported in Colorado.

RTOR Accident Types

Several distinct types of accidents appear to be associ-
ated with RTOR. Illustrated in Figure 1 are four prom-
inent types of RTOR conflicts: rear end, opposing
left turn, cross street, and pedestrian.

The most common RTOR accident type occurs
when an RTOR vehicle collides with a vehicle mov-
ing on green on the cross street (Figure 1a). Sixty-
five percent of the reported RTOR accidents in the
studies could be categorized under this type, which
usually occurs when an RTOR motorist either fails
to see the approaching vehicle or perceives a wider
gap than is required to make a safe maneuver.
These accidents are usually caused by driver error,
although limited sight distance can be a contributing
factor.

Another frequent type of RTOR accident involves an
RTOR vehicle colliding with a vehicle making a left turn
from the opposite approach on a left-turn phase (Figure
1b). Of all RTOR accidents, 18 percent were of this
type. In this situation, an RTOR motorist looking to
his or her left for oncoming cross-street traffic may
not be aware of a conflict with left-turning vehicles
moving on a separate phase. This conflict can be more
serious if there is only one lane to turn into. Where
there are multiple departure lanes, the turning vehicles
can avoid collision. The accident forms, however, in-
dicated that these types of accidents occurred with
multiple lanes as well as with single departure lanes.
Prohibiting RTOR at all locations with a left-turn phase
should preclude these accident types from occurring.
However, because of the randomness and infrequency
of these accidents, it would not be practical to prohibit
the movement at all such locations.

The third type of RTOR accident is the rear end
(Figure 1c). These occur when a vehicle in the process
of making an RTOR stops abruptly and is hit in the rear
by the following vehicle. This type of accident accounted
for 5 percent of all identified RTOR accidents. Because
these typically result from driver error, there does not
appear to be any way to eliminate them.

The fourth major type of accident is an RTOR vehicle
hitting a pedestrian crossing the intersection. As shown
in Table 8, the percentage varied widely from 0 to 33
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percent. In most cases, the pedestrian was hit rvhile
crossing on green in the crosswalk immediately in
front of the turning vehicle. However, in a ferv in-
stances a pedestrian was hit while crossing on a red
signal (which is illegal in most states) in the cross-
walk on the lane the vehicle is turning into.

In addition to these four major types of RTOR acci-
dents, there were two others that were very in-
frequent.

1. Two RTOR vehicles sideswipe. Sometimes two
vehicles collided while making an RTOR simulta-
neously when there rvere double right-turn lanes, or
when one of the vehicles used the shoulder.

2. The RTOR vehicle induces an accident. In two
cases the RTOR vehicle, although not involved in the
accident, created a situation that resulted in an acci-
dent. Once the cross-street vehicle collided with
another cross-street vehicle to avoid hitting the RTOR
vehicle. In another case (which happened in Ohio and
was brought to our attention), the RTOR vehicle ap-
parently induced a follorving vehicle to cross the inter-
section on red resulting in an accident with a cross-
street vehicle coming from the opposite direction. This
latter accident resulted in a fatality, the only one dur-
ing the rvhole course of study.
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Abridgme nt

Every driver has experienced the anxiety of approach-
ing an intersection as the signal turns yellow. The
driver must then decide quickly whether to stop or to go
through before the signal turns red, The change period
is one of the most important and least studied intervals
of the signal cycle.

This investigation has a threefold purpose: to pro-
vide an understanding of driver characteristics during
the yellow interval, to determine the abitity of drivers
to stop in time, and to present a method for determining
the length of the clearance interval for urban intersec-
tions. The data collected in this study of one intersec-
tion help ansvrer the following questions: What do
drivers do when the signal changes to yellorv? How fast
a deceleration rate will drivers accept when the signal
changes to yellow? How long should the clearance period
be to satisfy the drivers' needs ?
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RESULTS

Probability of Stopping as a Function
of Distance

At the intersection studied, 816 close-decision vehicles
were recorded. The probability of stopping was plotted
against the cube root of the distance from the stop line
at the instant the signal turned yellow, and the results
are shown in Figure 1.

The total distribution was stratlfied in order to obtain
distributions of the probability of stopping for vehicle
speeds of 16.1, 24,L, 32,2, and 40.2 km/h (10, 15, 20,
and 25 mph). From these distributions the probability
of stopping given distance from the stop line was deduced.
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